A scheme for wireless sensor network security is given by mainly utilizing unital-based strategy in this paper. The two-dimension sensing square is divided into numerous small squares called cells, and one cluster consists of four small squares. All sensors are same and distributed in the sensing square equally. The common cipher between any two sensor nodes is established through using the unital-based scheme in one certain grid. Analysis demonstrates the strategy requires a lower storage, improves WSN security, has good network connectivity, and has a flexible scalability.
nodes and assigns each pair a unique random key. S. Hussain et al. [10] proposed a key distribution scheme. It enhance the security for WSNs, but it arouses computing complexness and energy consumption. Liu D and Ning P [11] presented a general framework for polynomial pool-based pairwise key predistribution in sensor networks and two possible instantiations key predistribution schemes: random subset assignment and grid-based schemes. This strategy is secure and resists collusion. The disadvantage is that it will be more vulnerable to be compromised when the sensor network becomes larger. To deal with the drawback in [11] , [12] , which is an extensive version of the [11] , utilized a pool of multiple random bivariate polynomials. Compared with [11] , [12] improved the security and the scalability for WSNs.
In the paper, we present a dynamic key management strategy based on d n -dimension sensing hypercube for the wireless sensor networks security. This scheme divides sensing multi-dimension hypercube into the same dimension small hypercubes called cells, 2 d n cells of which consist of a d n -dimension cluster called logical group and uses the symmetric to generate keys. Analysis and comparison show that this scheme enhances the resilience of WSNs, and has good network connection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section two, location-based pairwise key establishment is given. Performance analysis for WSNs is given in the section three. The conclusion of this paper is in section four.
The structure of this strategy
The scheme is a one-layer key management strategy which include the base station and ordinary sensor nodes. There is no heterogenous sensor nodes and cluster head nodes.
In this strategy, the sensing area is a two dimension, x and y , square denoted as S and all sensor nodes are distributed in the square equally. There are N sensor nodes in the sensing area. The C , C , , C , , C , , 
. We can deduce from this and obtain those IDs in other cells. For example, those nodes in cell C M M are denoted as ( )
1 1 
The shared keys establishment
The unital design is an Steiner 2-design contains v m = + porints [13] Each block comprise of 1 m + points and each point is included in 2 r m = blocks. Each pair of points is contained in exactly one block together. Following the idea in the [14] which is obtained based on the unital design, M key groups are generated and each key is denoted by its identifier. There are All those key rings are generated and dispensed to all those clusters respectively, namely, 
The scheme performance analysis

The security analysis
Those sensor nodes that are in the four cells, 00 C , ( )
− , are loaded only one key ring. Those sensor nodes that are in the edge cells of the sensing square but not on the corner cells are loaded two key rings. The other sensor nodes are loaded four key rings. So, those sensors not in the corner cells or edge cells will reveal more keys if they are compromised. So, we partition those key rings into two sections or four sections. If a key ring is exposed, other one or three key rings are still secure. According to the above, all keys of key rings in a sensor node are different completely, so, a sensor can reveal any other its key rings, if its one key ring is exposed. A compromised node can damage those nodes which have the same key rings with it. Those nodes are in a certain cluster with the compromised node. So, a compromised node can only damage those nodes which are in the same cluster with it.
The connectivity analysis
In a certain cluster, all sensor nodes can establish their shared keys and then can cummunicate securely each other. If two nodes are in different clusters and have no common key, they can set up their shared key by using intermetiate nodes and then establish secure communication paths. So, this scheme has a good connectivity.
The storage analysis
Generally, a node not in the corner cell or edge cell has four key rings and one key ring has 
Each pair of nodes only has a shared key. So, a node not in the corner cells or edge cells is loaded 4m distinct keys, a node in the corner cell is loaded m keys, and a node in the edge cell is load 2m keys.
The network scalability analysis
In general, a cluster has ( ) ( , ) j k m get more value to add more new nodes into the cluster. This scheme has good scalability.
Conclusion
This scheme sets up shared keys among all those sensor nodes by using the unital-based strategy after dividing the sensing square into numerous cells and clusters. Analysis for this strategy demonstrates that this scheme can guarantee the netwok security, has good connectivity, has lower storage, and has good scalability.
